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A recent GAO report expressed concern about the Solar
Enerqy Research Institute (SERI) and the rather arbitrary basis
for establishing the renional SERI network; it was felt that the
need fcr SERI and the reQional network should be evaluated prior
to he es-iblishm-.st of their respective roles. The creation ofSERI was uthorized on October 26, 1974, by the Solar Energy
Research, evelopsent, and Cemonstraticu Act of 1974. Congressintended SERI to serve as a focal point for solar energy
research an" development functions, but it is not clear if it
also intended SERI's focal point rolK to apply to
coumercialization activities. Undar the act and its legiratire
history, the Secretar o Energy has sufficient ltitude to
focus SERI's functio on research and development and o ive
the egional centers sparate responsibility for
commercialization activities. He could also allow other options;
one option considered ha.s been designa+Ing Department of Energy
headquarters or the idwest Research Institute as the focal
point for the regional network's activities. Separately focused
roles for SERI and the regional retwork culd lead to
fragmqentation and lars kgf coordination. () 
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January 24, 1q78

The Honorable Flovd K. Haskell
The Honorable Gry W. BHart
United States Senate
The Honorable Timothy E. Wirth
House of Representatives

In your joint letter which we received on December 13,
1977, ou asked for our comments on the Department of Energy's
(DOE's) orgoing assessment of the respective roles for the
Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) and the regional SERI
network.

Your letter pointed out that DOE is examining the pos-
sibility of focu3ing the roles of SERI and the network on
research and commercialization, respectively, and having the
regional network report to some institution other than SERI.
Accordingly, you - ,ested that we examine whether such a
sepaLdtion of rol :ween SERI and the network and the lack
of central report SERI, and coordination of the roles
and budgets by Si. -hin the intent of the Congress in
passing the leislat set up SERI. You also requested
our views on whether s eparation would be advisable.
independent of whethe- it is ega.

As you know, we r .ly issued a report in which we
expressed a umber of con erns relative to SERI and the
rather arbitrary basis for establishing the regional SERI
network. We cntinue to have these concerns and bec--e that
the need for both SRI ad the regional network should E
cvaluated prior to the establishment of heir respectiv_ roles.

Nevertheless, w= have examined the issues raised in your
letcer under t assumpl ion that such an ealuation has been
rlade and the results support the need for SERI as well as the
four ;enters which comprise the regional network. As agreed
with you[ office, we did not obtain agency comments or this
report because of the extremely tight reporting eadliine
established in your letter.

EMD-78-26
(990516)
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LEGAL BASIS FOR SEPARATE ROLES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR SERI
AND THE REGIONAL NETWORK

The creation of ERT was authorized on October 26, 174,
by the Solar Energy eseerch, Develo,?ment. and Demonstration
Act of 1974 (Public aw 93-473). Our review of the act and
its legislative istorv isclosed that DOE has considerable
latitude irn de-er:.,inii.g what :rFecific functions a;d rc:.,nsi-
bilities ae co be pelt'orPd by Sr T t ':e; regt.onal SERI
network. With reszck; 'o solar eer,3y r3JeaLch :And develoF
went functions, howeve, it i ceia- frcem the legislative
history that the Con 'ress, in .~sing this egis'atiQn, has
intended SERI to serve as the focal pint for such furc-.ijns.
Whether the Congress intended SERI's focal pint rol- :o apply
also to commercialization activities is not at 11 clear from
the act or its legislative history.

Accordingly,, given t'se broad powers of DOE under the act,it would .;eem that DOE could focus the role of ERI on research
and development and the role of the regional SERI network on
commercialization without being in direct conflict with the
act. Alternatively, SERi could perform both research and de-
velopment, and commercialization activities.

SERI's focal point ro'e
for solar eneary research
and devel opment

The act itself is very broad as to what functions are to
be performed by SERI. In this regard, section 10(a) of the
act provides that SERI:

"* * * shall perform such research, development,
and related functions as the [Secretary of Energy]
may determine to be necessary or appropriate in
connectio with the * * activities under this
Act or t be otherwise in furtherance of the - -
pose and objectives of this Act.' (Underscot_
provided.)

tjnder the provisions of the act, therefore, the Secretary of
Energy has considerable flexibility in de.ermining SERI s role.

It is clear from the legislative history of the act, how-
ever, that SERI was to have been a focal. point at least for
solar energy research and development. In this regard, House
Report No. 93-1346, whicn contains the views of the House
Committee on Science and Astronautics on the House version ofthe act, pointed out that the nature of solar energy research
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required the close integration of a substantial number ofcompetent scientists and a large amount of specificallydesigned equipment. The report also stated that SERI wouldnecessitate the use of a laboratory with a large number ofsuch scientists and equipment t effectively concentrate oncomplex slar energy research and development problems.

In addition, the record of hearings as well as concres-sional debate on both floors of the House and Senate relativeto this legislation contain several references to SERI'sintended focal point role for solar energy research and devel-opment. For example, during Senate deliberations on thislegislation in September 1974, Senator Kennedy stated:
"The provisions of the legislation as amended onthe Senate floor today will bring us closer to thetime when solar energy wil be available for wide-spread application to meet the heating and powerneeds of this Nation. The education and trainingprograms it establzhes will insure adequate trainedscientific and technical manpcwer to carry ut solarenergy research; the national laoorato '-Ei:I] it
calls for 'Vil1 _ovide. a focal-point for ',a-research." Underscoring provided7.) .

As pFinted out in our Septerber 9, 1977, report, however,the act itself was not clear whether the Congress intendedthis oca point to be a single facility. Neither the act northe lagis.ative istory of tho at gave any specific indica-tion of congressional intent relative to creating either asingle SERI o a etwork of solar laboratories.

In our report, w stated that the extent to which sucha focal point is established will depend on how the regionalnetwork is controlled and structured. We pointed out, forexample, that if DOE structures the regional network as anextension of SERI, then it could be contended that this comessufficiently close to establishing such a focal point. O, theother hand, we indicated that the intended focal point wouldbe lacking if the regional network structure is independent ofSERI and is controlled directly through DOE headquarters orsome other institution. This was, however, based on theassumption that both SERI and the regional SERI network wouldhave research and development functions and responsibilities.
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Application of SERI's
focal point roe to
commercialization activities

Although the primary emphasis of the act i on solar
energy research, develop. ant, and demonstration (RD&D) it
is evident from the act mtat the conduct of commercialjzation
activities would be co,, r.tent with its purposes and objec-
tives. For example, section 4(d) of the act called for
artions to foster the utilization of solar energy for heating
and cooling of buildings, generating electricity, and or the
production of synthetic fuels. In addition, se-tion 8 of the
act established a Solar Energy Information Data Bank fo-, in
part, disseminating information on solar technologies to vari-
ous interested groups, and called for studies and research on
incentives to promote broader utilization and consumer acrept-
ance of solar energy technologies. This, given he broad
powers of the Secre'.ary of Energy under the act to determine
SERI's role, the conduct of commercialization activities
could be incorporated as part of the overall functions and
responsibilities assigned under the SERI concept.

It could be argued that the Congress intended SET.I to
serve also as the focal point for uch commercialization
activities. During he deliberations on the Senate version
of the act in September 1974, the l:te Senator Humphrey, upon
introduci;ng the amendment which authorized SERT's creation,
indi=ated that SERI was to serve s such a focal point. In
a statement which was contained in the Congressional Record
of the Senate on September 17, 1974, Senator Humphrey, on
behalf of himself and Senator Kennedy, said:

"This amendment, as it was read, has as its purpose
the establishing of a Solar Energy Rsearch Insti-
tute to perform research development and related
functions and to provide our scientists with the
facilities they need to effectively concentrate n
complex solar energy research and development prob-
lems. This institute may b'e located at ny new oz
existing Federal laboratorv--and I underscore the
words 'existing Federal laboratory'--and will pro-
vide a focal oint for the long-overdue effort to
expedite the development and commercial utiization

of solar enery.2' (Underscoring provided.)

we believe, however, hiat the congressional intent is
not sufficiently clear on this aspect of SERI's role, In this
connection, Senator Kennedy, who was one of the cosponsors of
the Solar Energy Research, Development, and Demonstration Act
if 1974 in the Senate, · ated that SERI was to provide fcal
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point for solar energy research. The statement, which ascontained in the Congressiornl Record on the same day but sub-sequent to Senator Humphrey's statement, did not mention thepossibility of SERI being a focal point for commercializationactivities. In addition, the act itself is silent on thisaspe-L of SERI's role and the record of House deliberationson the act provides little or no insight into the congressionalintent relative to this point.

Thus, it appears to us that under the act nd its lgis-lative history, the Secretary of Energy has sufficient lati-tude to focus SERI's functions and resporisibilities on researchand development and to gire the regional centers separateresponsibility for commercialization activities or, for thatmatter, to allow commercialization activities to be under-taken at SERI, either exclusively or concurrently with suchactivities at the regional centers. Similarly, because therecord is not sufficiently clear whether the Congress intendedcommercialization activities to be within the scope of SERI'sfocal point role, it is apparently within the Secretazy'spurview to require that the regional network eport to someinstitution other than SERI and to give to such institutionthe responsibility for coordinating the functions and budgetsof the regional components.

In this regard, DOE officials advised us that as part oftheir ongoing assessment of the roles of SERI and the network,the% have been considering a number of options including desig-nati.g DOE headquarters or the Midwest Research Institute--operating contractor for SERI--as the focal point for theregional network's activities. It should be emphasized, how-ever, that under such an arrangement, SERI's intended focalpoint role for solar energy research and development would belacking if, in addition to conducting commercialization activi-ties, the regional components have a research and developmentrole.

ADVISABILITY OF SEPARATE
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
FOR SERI AND THE REGIONAL
NETWORK

Concerning the advisability of establishing for SERI andthe regional SERI network separately focused roles and respon-sibilities for research and commercialization, we are of theopinion that such a separation can lead to fragmentation lackof coordination, and a loss of program effectiveness.
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For example, this type of separation of functions and
responsibilities previously existed between the former EnergyResearch and Development dministraion and the former Federal
Energy Administration, In our report on "Ene:gy Policy Deci-
sionmaking, Organization, and National Energy Goals" (EMD-77-31,
dated March 24, 1977), we identified a number of gaps in the
Federal energy policy-decision-i; nq rocess resulting from
such a separation and we pointed out that there lacked an
effective mechanism to bridge the gap between research and
development of energy technologies, and their ccmmercializa-
tion. Also, in the "Declaration of Findinqs" section of theDepartment of Energy Organization Act (Public Law 95-91, dated
August 4, 1977), the Congress pointed out that such a separa-
tion had led to fragmentation and had not allowed for the
comprehensive, centralized focus that was needed for effective
coordination of energy supply and conservation programs.

Generally, energy research must be performed with an eye
to commercialization or waste may occur and commercialization
may be delayed. Conversely, commerciaiization must be carriedout in unit;-. with research. Attempts o con.mircialize a proc-
ess or technology whif.ch is not yet ready, or delays in commer-
cializing processes which are ready, could ccur if there is
not a closely coordinated interrelationship etweer. researchand commercialization activities. Where such activities are
closely coordinated, much can be learned in the commercializa-
tion process about what additional research is needed, thus
providing an effective feedback mechanism to the researchers.
All f this is not to say that when this separation of func-
ticns does occur that commercialization will be delayed, but
it dos highlight the need for very close interactions between
the two.

In regard to SERI and the regional network, we believe
that it may be possible to develop a program with the national
SERI performing research and development and the regional net-
work focusing on commercialization, provided that there is an
established commercialization strategy and a mechanism in place
for effective coordination. However, we believe that a much
greater degree of assurance of program effectiveness would be
attained by having the regional network report to, and their
efforts coordinated by, SERI, as opposed to either DOE head-
quarters or some other entity. In this way each regional cen-
ter would be working for and in cooperation with SERI. Such
an approach would better ensure that unnecessarily duplicative
activities in management, as well as in RD&D and commerciali-
zation, are avoided.
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We appreciate the opportunity to assist you in this
mauter. As agreed with your office, copies of this report
are being sent to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Advanced
Energy Technologies and £uergy Conservation Research, Devel-
opment, and Demonstration of the House Committre on Science
and Technology, ad other interested committees and Members
of the Congress. lso, copies will be available tt the public.

Sly your

Comptroller General
of the United States
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